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§ 1.    Introduction.

In the first memoir it was shown f that the projective differential geometi-y of

a surface may be based upon a system of two linear partial differential equa-

tions of the second order, which may be reduced to the canonical form

y„ + My« + gy = °»

the coefficients of which are seminvariants ; the curves u = const, and v = const,

will then be asymptotic lines of its integral surface S . The integrability con-

ditions of system (1)

<„ + ffu + 2K + 4a'6. - 0,

(2) 6„+/, + 2a'ou + 4K = 0,

9m -/„ - 4/al - 2a'/„ + 4gbv + 2bgt - 0,

are supposed to be satisfied, so that (1) has just four linearly independent solu-

tions, y, y", t/3), t/4), which are interpreted as the homogeneous coordinates of a

point Fy of the surface S . We shall usually denote the surface S^ by S

whenever there is no chance for confusion arising from the suppression of

the index.

The semi-covariants of (1) become

(3) y = y, * - yu, p =yv, * = y„-

If four linearly independent solutions y, y", tf3), yw, of (1) be put for y into

these expressions, there will be found three points Pt, Pf, Pa semi-oovariantly

connected with the point F .    These three points, together with Py, form a

* Presented to the Society (San Franoisoo), February 23, 1907. Received for publication

May 29, 1907.
tThese Transactions, vol. 8 (1907), pp. 233-260.
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non-degenerate tetrahedron, except for certain singular points. For, if they

were coplanar y, ■ • •, ?/4) would satisfy an equation of the form

«y«. + fa* + iy, + By — °>

which could have at most three linearly independent solutions in common

with (1).

We shall make use of this fact very frequently in the following considerations

for the purpose of making a detailed study of the surface in the vicinity of a

point P .    In fact we shall use the tetrahedron P P P„ P„ as a tetrahedronr y y      z     p      <r

of reference, determining the coordinates of any point with respect to it in the

following way.    An expression of the form

\=ay + ßz + yp + Bcr

assumes four values \', ■ ■■, X(4) corresponding to the four values of y. The

coordinates of the point PK referred to the tetrahedron of reference P PtP?P9

shall be defined by the equations

x, = a, x2=ß, x3 = y, xt = S.

§ 2.  The two congruences of asymptotic tangents and their ruled surfaces.

At each point P of the surface there are two asymptotic tangents, which join

7* to Pz and P respectively. Thus there are two congruences both of which

have S as focal surface, the two families of asymptotic lines on S being the

cuspidal edges of the developables of these two congruences. We shall speak

of one of the two asymptotic tangents through P as being of the fir at or second

kind according as it contains Pz or P. The corresponding congruences may

be distinguished in a like manner.

Let us consider the congruence of asymptotic tangents of the first kind. The

line P Pt is one of its lines and, as u and v assume all of their values, this line

describes the congruence. If u and v be chosen as functions of a single

variable t,
u = cb(t),        v = f(l),

the line 7^ P will describe a ruled surface of this congruence, whose differential

equations may be set up without great difficulty. For our purpose it suffices

however to consider certain special ruled surfaces of this congruence. Let

u = m0 be the particular asymptotic curve of the second kind which passes

through the point P . Let a point P move along this curve and construct the

asymptotic tangent of the first kind of the point 7* in each of its positions.

The ruled surface thus obtained, generated by PyPz as u remains constant,

while v assumes all "of its values, shall be called the osculating ruled surface of
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the first kind. It is the locus of the asymptotic tangents of the first kind

along an asymptotic curve of the second kind. We shall denote it by Bx.

The osculating ruled surface of the second kind B2 is generated by 7* P as v

remains constant while u assumes all of its values.

We proceed to find the differential equations which characterize Bx.    From

equations (1) and (3) we find by differentiation

(4)

whence

(5)

y, = p,     yv, = -gy-2a'z,

z. = a>        \, = (2a'f- 9«)y ~{9 + 2<)2 + 4a'6o,

yv, + gy + 2<*'z = o,

*„. - 4<%„ + (gu - 2df)y + (y + 2a> = 0,

the required equations.

These equations are of the form

V« + PllV. + Pl2Z, + IllV + ?12a = °-.

(6)
Z„ + p2iV, + Pi2\ + ?2i2/ + 9nz = °«

where

Pn = °> Pi2=0' ?u = S,> 9,12=2a'.

(7)
P21-4a'6, Pi2 = 0, ?2l = gH - 2df, ?22 = g + 2a'u,

and therefore serve to characterize the ruled surface Bx generated by PyP,

when v alone varies.* The equation pX2 = 0 shows that the curve C (the locus

of P as 71 assumes its values), which is an asymptotic curve on the surface S,

is also an asymptotic curve on Bx. f The curve Cz is a curve on Bx whose

exact geometrical significance will become apparent later.

The invariants of the ruled surface Bx are expressible in terms of the

coefficients (7).    One of them, which will be needed in a later paragraph, is

(8) 9 = (uxx - u22)2 + 4uX2u2X

where

«,, = — 4gr,        uX2 = — 8a',        7«22 = — 4g — Sa'u

(9)
«2. = - 4<7U + Sdf- 8<6 - 8dbv = 4a'uu + %df + %dbv.%

Its vanishing expresses the condition that the two branches of the flecnode

curve of Bx coincide. The equality of the two expressions for u2X is a con-

sequence of (2).

* E. J. WiLCZYNSKl, Prcjective differential geometry of curves and ruled surfaces. Teubner, Leipzig,

1906, p. 130.    We shall hereafter refer to this work as Proj. Diff. Geom.

t Proj. Diff. Geom., p. 142.

t Cf. Prof. Diff. Geom., p. 96, eq. (20) for definition of the quantities tut, and p. 110, eq.

(75) for the invariant f>, there denoted by 6t.   Cf. p. 150 for the geometrical significance of 6t.

Trans. Am. Math. Soc. 6
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The fundamental semi-covariants of (6) are

*=2y. + Pny + Pi2z=2P>

§ = 2zv + p2X y+p22z = - 4dby + 2a*

The lines PVPX and PyPt are asymptotic tangents to the ruled surface Bt

along its generator Py Pz. The asymptotic tangent to Bx at the point ay + ßz

of PyP, joins this point to ax + /Sê.f The homogeneous coordinates of an

arbitrary point on one of these asymptotic tangents, i. e., the coordinates of an

arbitrary point on the hyperboloid 77,, which osculates Bx along PyPz, will

therefore be

\(ay + ßz) + p(ax + ß§>) = (ák — 4dbpß)y + \ßz + 2pap + 2pßer.

If we introduce the system of coordinates referred to in the introduction,

which has P PtP?Pa as its fundamental tetrahedron, we find

xx = a\ — 4dbßp, x2 = ß\, x3 = 2ap, x4 = 2/3/*,

as the coordinates of an arbitrary point on 77,. The equation of 77, with respect

to this tetrahedron of reference is therefore,

(11) xxxt — x2x3 + 2dbx\ = 0.

The osculating ruled surface of the second kind B2 is characterized by the

equations

y*« ■+j>iiy.+P12P« + g'uy + ^p = °.

(12)

where

(13)

Puu+PnVu +P22P» + ?«y + Ï22P = °.

p'2X = - 4db, p'22=0, q'iX =fv - 2bg, q'22 =/+ 26,

The invariant & whose vanishing expresses the coincidence of the two branchea

of the flecnode curve of B2, is

(14) & = (u'xx-u'22)2 + 4uX2u'2X,

where
<i=-4/,       tí,'2=-86,       u'22=—4f—Sb,,

<i = - 4/„ + Ug - Mb - 8a'bu = 4bm + Sbg + 8ba'u.

The fundamental semi-covariants of B2 are

(16) x'=2z,        «'-4a'67y + 2o- = §.

* Proj. Diff. Geom., p. 124.    The quantities r and § are there denoted by p and a.

f For a proof of this statement of. Proj. Diff. Geom., p. 146.
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The equation of the hyperboloid 772 which osculates B2 along Py Pp is found

to be (11). Therefore: the same hyperboloid which osculates the osculating

ruled surface of the firat kind alao oaculatea the osculating ruled aurface of

the second kind. The two seta of generators on thia hyperboloid are the

asymptotic tangents of the two osculating ruled surfaces.

§ 3. The osculating linear complexes of the osculating ruled surfaces.

Consider the ruled surface Bx, which is determined by the system of equa-

tions (6). We proceed to determine its osculating linear complex. According

to the general theory of ruled surfaces, this may be done as follows.* Let 0 be

different from zero. Then the flecnode curve of Bx has two distinct branches

Cv and C(, where

(17) y=aV + ßC,        z = yV + BÇ,        «8-/37+0,

and where B/ß and y/a are the two (distinct) roots of the quadratic

(18) uX2\2 + (uxx-u22)\-u2X = 0.

Perform the transformation (17), (18). The surface Bx is then referred to

its flecnode curve.    Let the result of this transformation upon (6) be the system

vm + •"■„ v0 + t,2 £„ + «„ v + *i2 ? = 0,

(     )
C + ""21V. + -K^X + ^l7? + «22?=  0-

Let 7- and s be the fundamental semi-covariants of this system, i. e., let

(20) T- = 2T,, + 7r„7,+ 7r,2?,        a=2?t+7r2,7/ + 7r22?.

Referred to the tetrahedron P7lP(PrPi, the equation of the osculating linea.'

complex will be

(21) •n-,2513 + 7r21»<2=0»

cù.k being the line coordinates with reference to this special tetrahedron.f

Substituting the values (9) in (18) we find that we may take in (17)

a = 16«, ß = 16«.',

(22)
x = 8«:+ i/0, s=8«:-i/*,

whence

(23) A = aB - ßy = - S2a'v/6.

*Proj. Diff. Geom., p. 150.    Another proof, independent of the general theory of ruled sur-

faces will also be given.

fProj. Diff. Geom., p. 206.
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We find, consequently, either by direct substitution or by making use of the

general formula? of the theory of ruled surfaces, *

a_

(24)

where

(25)

_C      0,
+ i/0 + 20'

G__0,
+ V0     2Ö'

V~0    W

C     0,
~,/0 + 20'

C=8a' -8^-S2a'2b.
« a

It remains to find the relation between the original tetrahedron P FtPpFa

and the new one P1¡PSP,P,

We have, in the first place, from (17) and (22),

y = 16«'t; + 16«'£,

z = Bv + AK,
(26)

where we have put

(27) .4 = 8«;

for abbreviation.    Therefore

V0,     £ = 8«;+ i/0,

- 32«'i/o?; = Ay — 16«'»,

- 32aV0£ = - By + 16a'z.

It is known moreover that a transformation of form (17) gives rise to a

cogredient transformation of the fundamental semi-covariants r, ô into r, a.f

We shall, therefore, have

-32«V0r=^r-16«'ô,

- 32«V0a = - Bx + 16«'ê.
Consequently we find

-32«V07? = ^y-16«'2,

- 32«V0f-By + 16« z,
(28)

- 32«V0r = 64«'26y + 2Ap - 32«V,

_ - 32«V08 = - 64a'2by - 2Bp + 32«V.
*Proj. Diff. Geom., p. 102.

tProj. Diff. Geom., p. 124.
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Let xx, ■ • •, xt be the coordinates of a point referred to the tetrahedron

Py Pz Pp Pa and let xx, • • •, xt be the coordinates of the same point with

respect to the tetrahedron PvP(PrP,.    Then, the two expressions

xxy + x2z + x3p + xtcr        and        xxn + x2Ç + x3r + xts

can differ only by a factor.    Let w be a proportionality factor.    We shall have

war, = Axx — Bx2 + 64a' bx3 — 64a'2 6x4,

cox, = — 16a'ä:, + 16a'äL,

(29)
cùx3 = 2Axz — 2BxA,

cùxt = — 32«'S3 + B2a'xt,

whence, if co' denotes another factor of proportionality,

w'S, = 32«'a3, + 2Bx2 + 64a' bxt,

cù'x2 = 32a'a;, + 2Ax2 + 64a' bxt,

(30)
cû'x3 = 16«'xs + Bxt,

co'xt = 16a'a;3 + Axt.

Let ?/ , z be the coordinates of two points on a line I, and let y;, z\ be the

coordinates of the same two points referred to the tetrahedron PTIP(PrPt.

Let the Pliickerian coordinates of the line with respect to the two systems be

»,* = y< h - Vk zi       and       5.* - ¥A - P* zi

respectively.    We shall have (omitting proportionality factors),

mX3 = 162a'2cox3 + IQBa'cû^ - 2 • 162a'3bcou + 16Ba'eox. - B2a>   ,
(31"v

wi2 =-162a'2cox3-16Aa'co.23 +2 A62a'3bcû3i-16Aa'cou + A2co42.

It only remains to substitute these expressions and the expressions (24) for

tt12 and 7r2, into (21) and to simplify. The equation of the linear complex Cx,

which osculafes the osculating ruled surface of the first kind at the point P,

referred to the tetrahedron PyPzP Pa, will thus be found to be

(32a) a,2o7,2 + aX3coX3 + aHcou + a^co^ + aucou + atícoa = 0

where

«,2 = 0,        «13=2V2C,        a,4^-23(a'0,-2«:0-2Va;(7),

(32o)
a23=au'        a34= -2'a' bC,

«i2 = - [ 0(0 + 64«;2) + 160a¿^ - 8«;0,]
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The invariant of this complex is

(33) 3t = aX2a3i + aX3ai2 + aXia23 = 26 [(«'0, - 2«¡0)2 - 4«'2í720] .

It may be noted that, although our investigation was made under the hypothesis

0^0, the equations (32) will be valid also if 0 = 0 .* If a = 0, however,

not only do these equations become meaningless but the complex C, itself

becomes indeterminate. In fact, in that case the original surface S is itself a

ruled surface ; it coincides with B2, and the surface Bx is the hyperboloid which

osculates B2 along that one of its generators which passes through P. Now a

hyperboloid belongs to a double infinity of linear complexes, so that the oscu-

lating linear complex is necessarily indeterminate.

More generally we may say that, whenever the complex Cx is indeterminate,

five consecutive getierators of Bx have a pair of straight line intersectors.

Excluding the case «' = 0 which we have already discussed, equations (32) show

that Cx is indeterminate if

(34) (7=0,       a'0v- 2dv0 = 0.

Moreover, if the conditions (34) are satisfied identically the osculating ruled

surface of S belongs to a linear congruence. This follows from the fact that

if equations (34) are satisfied, and if 0 ^ 0, we find from (24) trX2 = tr2X = 0,

so that C^ and C( ave at the same time flecnode curves and asymptotic curves

on Bx ; but this is possible only if they are straight lines.

If 0 = 0, C = 0, B, belongs to a linear congruence with coincident direc-

trices.    In that case, in fact, we make the substitution

y = n,        z=-^-,v-ç,

in place of (17).    We find a new system of form (6) for n and f whose coeffi-

cients 7T¿4 are zero while the quantities u~ik corresponding to (9) become

"ii — «22= °>        uX2 = 8a,        v,2X = 0,

and this is sufficient to prove the above statement.f

If the conditions (34) are not satisfied identically but only for certain values

of u and v, five consecutive generators of the osculating ruled surface of the

first kind which belongs to that point (u, v) of Sx have a pair of straight line

intersectors. These are distinct or not according as 0 is or is not different

from zero.

If 21 = 0 the complex Cx is special. Equation (33) therefore gives rise to

the following theorem : if the two branches of the flecnode curve of the oscu-

*That (32) gives the osculating linear complex also in that case will be proved presently.

t Proj. Diff. Geom. p. 170.
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lating ruled surface of the first kind coincide, its osculating linear complex is

special.

It remains to prove equations (32) by another method, independent of the

general theory of ruled surfaces, and not restricted by the assumption 0 +- 0.

In order to do this we shall develop the Pliickerian coordinates of the line

P Pz according to powers of the increment Bv, calculating the terms up to and

including the fourth order. The elimination of the powers of Bv will then give

the equation of the osculating linear complex.

We have
y = y.     y, = p,     y„= -gy-2dz,

where

(36)

(35) y,„-B-fl'.y-2a> —jrp —2ö'o-,

y.„. = e'y + € z + és)p + ¿»er,

£' = - 9„ + g2~ 4«2/ + 2«'ff„ 1

e" = 4«'a' + 4a' g — 2d ,

¿*>=-2gv-8d*b,

«w- _4«;.

These equations may be obtained from (1) by differentiation, remembering

that
y» = z'     y, = p->     y«. = °'.

Similarly, we find

z = z,        zv = a,        zvt = (2df-gu)y-(g + 2df)z + 4dbp,

(37)   zmv=B'y + B"z + ^p + ^cr,

zmvv = t:'y+rz + ^p+^er,

where

S=-gun + 2a'J+2df\-4dbg,

S"= -g,— 2a'uC -8a'26,

«(3)=-i7u+4a;6 + 4a'6„ + 2«'/,

**>=-«-2«;,

Ç' = S:-B«>g + S*(2af-gu).

y" = B"v-2d^-B^(g + 2a'f),

f<3>=8<?> + ô" + 4o™a'o

r«> = $f + B".

(38)

and

(39)
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We shall have for a point Y, in the vicinity of the point (tí, v) of the sur-

face S, if u remains constant, while v alone varies,

F=y + yBv+ iyv,(Bv)2 + &„(*>)> + Ay„„( &>)4 + ' • '.

which may be written in the form

r=yiy + y2z + ysp + yi<r>

where yx, ■ ■ ■, y4 will be the homogeneous coordinates of the point referred to the

tetrahedron PyP^^P,,, and where yx, ■ • •, yt will be power-series proceeding

according to powers of Bv. Similarly we denote by z,, • • •, z4 the coordinates of

the point Z.    We find in this way, putting Bv = t for brevity :

yx = l-yt2-yf + fe't*+...,

y2=- a't2 - lo'f + s\e"<4 + • • •,

(40)
y3=t-\gt?+^e^+...,

and

z, = \(2a'f- g-u)t2 + îB'f + frf* + ■■■,

(41) z2 = l-i(g + 2a:)t2 + }B"f + ^"tt+--,

z3=2a'bt2+iBW? + ^t<+...,

zt-t + i&*w + ThF*v + ....

The Plückerian coordinates of the line joining the points (y() and (z{) are

CO., = U.Z. — 77.z..
/-I 1 n ikJxkifkx
Consequently we find

coX3 = 2dbt2 + \[BV -3(2«Y- «„)] t* + & [^ - 4S' - 24a'0«]¿<+ • • -,

»ii = « + HS(4)-3ö')<3+21i(?C4)-4aJi4 + .-.,

(42) co23= - t + 1(4« + 6a'u)f - ^(ë» + 4B" + 48a'2b)ti + •• -,

CO
34

= t*+l(BW-g)t* +

whence

"h + »23 = KS(4) + 9 + K)«3 + MtW - e(,) - 4S" - 4<7„ - 48a'26)i4 +

»„ - 2a'óu>34= I(»»_ 6a'/+ 3ajis + ^(Ç™-4B'-16dbg - 8a'6fi<4>) t*+ ■

coi2=Za'? + ¿í(¿v + 8a:)t* + ....
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These equations may be written more simply :

«"u + »» = W + mt* -\-,

(43) cox3 - 2a'bco3i = nf+pti+...,

e»i2 = q? + rtt+...,

where

l=%a'u,        m = i(a'uv-4a'2b),

n = H2g» + ia'vb + 4a'6. - 4a/) = - tVm2i>

(44) P = * {9"° + 2a'"h + Aa'°K + 2a'b" - 2a'J - 2a'f' + U'l< )

= lV(-i^ + 4a'6<),

«=§«', 7-=!«;.

If i3 and t* are eliminated from (43), the equation of the osculating linear

complex is obtained in the form

(pq -nr)(coXi + eo^) + (Ir - mq)(wX3 - 2dbco3f) + (mn - lp)coi2 = 0,

and this becomes identical with (32) since

■Pg-nr=_2»M8V,        fr-mg=_2,?"3V,        mn-lp » _^w .

7tí íAe same Tcay M>e may /Tid ¿Ae equation of the linear complex which

osculates the osculating ruled surface of the second kind, B2.    It is

(45a) bX2 w,2 + bx3 cox3 + bXi coXi + b23co23 + bu cou + ba cot2 = 0

where

&,2 = 2W, 6,3 = 0, bu=-b2,= -2\b0'u-2bJ'-VbbvC),

(«&) 6 b
634 = C'(0' + 64o2) + lW-y - 8M.:> K = Va'VG,

the quantities G and 0' being defined by the equations

C' = 8b   -8^V"-32«'Ó2,
(46) " b

0' = (u'xx-u'22y + 4u'X2u'2X,

where u'ik are the quantities (15).

We shall speak of this complex as the complex C2.    Its invariant is

(47) 33 = - 2«[(b0'u - 26u0')2 - 462C"20'].
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The simultaneous invariant of the two complexes Cx and C2 is

(48) (»,») = 0;

i. e., the linear complexes Cx and C2, which osculate the two osculating ruled

surfaces, are in involution. The congruence common to the two complexes has

distinct directrices unless one of them is special. If both are special, their

axes intersect.

A linear complex always determines a null-system, i. e., a point-plane corre-

spondence with corresponding elements in united position. Let P' be a point

on the generator «, of Bx which passes through P. The plane which corre-

sponds to it in the linear complex C, contains «, ; that which corresponds to it in

C2 contains the tangent of the" asymptotic curve of Bx which passes through that

point. This may be verified without any difficulty by setting up the equations

of the null-systems concerned. In general, a linear complex associates with each

point of a surface a direction through that point, namely the intersection of its

tangent plane with its null-plane. Let us, with Lie, speak of the configuration

of a point with a line through it, as a line-element. The oo2 line-elements which

a linear complex determines on a surface may be collected so as to give rise to a

single infinity of curves. Thus there is upon every surface a single infinity of

curves whose tangents belong to a given linear complex. These may be called

the complex-curves of the surface. We extend this idea of complex-curve by

considering, in connection with every generator of Bx, a different linear com-

plex, namely the complex C2 which is associated with that generator. We may

then express our above result as follows.

The complex curves, determined upon the osculating ruled surface of one

kind by the osculating linear complex of the osculating ruled surface of the

other kind, are its asymptotic lines.

§ 4.  The asymptotic lines of the surface and their osculating linear complexes.

Consider an asymptotic curve F of the first kind. It will be generated by

the motion of F as v remains constant while u passes through all of its values.

The line PyP, will generate the developable of which the asymptotic curve is

the cuspidal edge.

The linear differential equation of the fourth order which is characteristic of

r" will be obtained by eliminating z, p, a from the four equations

y» = z>     y„„=-/y-2fy>,

(49) yuuu - -fuy -fz - 26,,- 2ber,

y»u»» = if1 - Wg + W. -fjy - 2(/„ + 4a'J2)z

+ 2(2bf+2bbv-bjp-4bucr.
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The result is

<50«) y«uuu + ±p'i y„uu + Qp¡ yu, + *p'3 y„+p'iy = °,

where

FÍ — |>     ^ = M/+M-i(V-2?)'

(506)   /-W(/,. + 4a'62-/!»),

p:=Âu-f2 + ^2g-W.+fb(W+^bv-bua)-2b^(bfii-bj).

The seminvariants of (50«) may be computed without difficulty.* For our

present purpose we need only

o-        »      dPi       >2

P*=P2--du--P^
and this becomes

<5i) ¿WCZ+aj + i^-àp-

We shall denote the fundamental semi-covariants of (50) by y, z', p, <r',

so that

y' = y,       z' = yu+p[y,

p =yUu + 2p'iyu+P2y>

« = y«»« + ^p'iVuu + ^yu+^y-t

Express these in terms of the fundamental semi-covariants of the surface S.

We find

K    j.y =y,        z = -^y + z,

<52)     p'=[l(6t_2/)-i(^-2g)]y-|z-25o,

*' = [i( -/. + 4a'ó2) + I*/] y+[ftt-*(^-2g)], + 5Mp - 2b*.

Consequently, if x,, • • •, xt denote the coordinates of a point with respect to the

tetrahedron of reference P PzPpPa, and if x[, •. -, x\ denote the coordinates

of tie same point referred to the tetrahedron Py,7Ji,Pp»P„», we shall have

»Proj. Diff. Geom., p. 239.

tlbid., p. 239.
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eoxx = x'x-fbx'2 + ^(bv-2f)-i^hf-2b^j'jx'3

+ (-i/. + 2a'i*+ !/)<,

(53) b Y fb b2\-]

mxi = — 2bx'3 + bux[,

öxc4 = — 2bx'é,

where co is a proportionality factor.

We find, therefore, if co' denotes another factor of proportionality,

co'x'x = 2bxx + bux2+[\(bv-2f)-lh-f-\hj^x3

+ [-i/l+2«'&2 + if (2/+2¿,-x)+&!]*"

(54)     co'x'2 = 2bx2-\x3
b   3

mxi-xi~ 25x*>

f b b2\

The equation of the osculating linear complex of V referred to the tetra-

hedron Py,P,P„,Pff, is

(55) o,,'4-2P>34-o4=0,

where co'ilt are the Pliickerian coordinates of a line with respect to the tetra-

hedron just mentioned.*

Let coik denote the Pliickerian coordinates of a line with respect to the tetra-

hedron P PzP Pa. Then we shall find from (54), (omitting proportionality

factors),

<= - 26»M+ &„»«- [H6." 2/) - l-f -i|ï]»M.

(56)

»M = "M, ®M = - 2Ks + ( K - i -f +  02 j «31 + h»«'

Substitution of these values and of (51) into (55) gives

(57) - 6,ü)34 -bcoXi + bco23 = 0,

♦Proj. Diff. Geom., p. 253.
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«8 the equation of the linear complex C' which osculates the asymptotic curve

I" of the first kind.    Its invariant is

(58) 2l'=-o2.

Therefore, the complex  C can be special only if the asymptotic curve I" is a

straight line.

The differential equation of the asymptotic curve of the second kind Y" which

passes through Py is

(59a) y,„, + *p';y„. + 6p'2'ym + 4p'3'y, +p';y = 0,

where

Pi'—è     K-Kr + <>-*(iM$).

(596)   K = H^ + 4a''6)-^^,
f

K = fl'„-ai + 4«'2/-2«'«u + |(2«'« + 2«X-«;„)-2^(«'«-«;«).
a a

Its simplest semi-invariant is
,2

a.
(60) P'f=^g + <) + \^r^2

Its fundamental semi-covariants are

" " a„

(61) p'' = [i(a:-2«)-i(^-2^)]7y-2a'z-J0,

^"=[K-S'. + 4a'26) + ^]7y+«:z+[«;-^(^-2^)]p-2«V.

If xx, ■ • •, xt are the coordinates of a point referred to the tetrahedron

PyPzPflP<t and x'x, • • -, x'f ave the coordinates of the same point with refer-

ence to the tetrahedron Py„Pt„Pf„Pa„, we find, therefore,

™i = <-é<+[u<-*g)-\(^-*-p)]<

+ (-^„ + 2«'26+|í«)<,

(62) ^=-2«' < + «>;',

-s=<-J<+[«:-i(a#-2a-!)]x',

eoxi= —2dx[',
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where co is a factor of proportionality.    Consequently, if co" denotes a second

proportionality factor,

eo"x['=2dxx + |^(«: - 2«) - j "j- \%\*2 + a>3

+ [-y. + 2«,2& + i J(2^ + 2<-^°)+aJ»]*4.

(63)      „  „ a' „ . /   ,      , a'       , a' \

The equation of the osculating linear complex C" of V referred to the tetra-

hedron PyiiP^P^iP^,, is

We find
û)u-2P2û)34-û)23 = 0.

•Ü- -2a'»M + [|(a:-2«)- -1 ̂  - ^ ¿h ] »« - a>M,

W34 =  -««»

(»2. ,2

a a   \ a

a a   / a

so that the above equation becomes

(64) -a'ucoi2 + deoxt + dcoa = 0.

Equation (64) characterizes the linear complex C" which osculates the asymptotic

curve V" of the second kind, the tetrahedron of reference being P P P„ P„.

i2

The invariant of C" is

(65) 31" = d\

The complexes C and C" are in involution.    In fact their simultaneous

invariant vanishes,

(66) (2í',3t") = 0.

Therefore, the osculating linear complexes of the two asymptotic curves which

intersect in a point of a sttrface are always in involution.

Let

be two linear complexes.    Let 31' and 31" be their respective invariants, and let

(31', 31") denote  their  simultaneous invariant.     Then  the  equations  of  the
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directrices of the congruence which the two complexes have in common may be

obtained by writing down the conditions which must be satisfied by a point in

order that the same plane may correspond to it in both complexes. We thus

find

* + («Í» - »»««)«! + «3 - »*<,)«, + (a'u - «»«UK - °»

(-ai2 + (Ûka'l2)Xl+    *    +(a23-°>ka2'z)XS+(aU-COka24)Xi = 0'

(00)
(-«;s + ü);ka¡;)a;1 + (-a23 + o»4«;;)x2+ * +(«¿«-»tas;K-o,

( - «Ú+ »* «ü)*l + (-°U + »*«*)*» + ( -^4 +<B*°m)«B.+    *   =0,

where «24= — «42, «24 = — a¡2, and where »,, a>2 are the two roots of the

quadratic

(69) 3IV-(3I',3I")a> + 3I"=0.

In the present case we may put

a a

so that the equations of the two directrices become

(70«) x4 = 0,        2dbxx + ba'ux2 + a'btx3 = 0,

and

(705) 2ox2 + 6,x4=0,        2a'x3 + a>4 = 0.

We shall denote them by the letters, d and rf", and shall speak of them as

being of the first or second kind respectively. From equations (70) we deduce

the following result. One of the directrices of the congruence common to the

osculating linear complexes of the two asymptotic curves of a point lies in the

tangent plane of this point, while the other one jiasses through the point itself.

They are called directrices of the first and second kinds respectively.

It is easy to verify, moreover, that the two directrices are reciprocal polars

with respect to the hyperboloid which osculates the two osculating ruled surfaces.

§ 5. Belations between the four linear complexes.

If we compute the simultaneous invariants of the four complexes C,, C2, C, C",

we find
(31, 33) = 0,(31,31') = 0,(31,31") = -2V(a'0,-2a;0),

(71) (33, 31') = - 24o(&0; - 26.0'), (333") = 0,

(3I',3I") = 0,

so that each of these four complexes is in involution with two of the others.

Those pairs which are not in involution consist of one complex which osculates
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an osculating ruled surface of one kind, and of one complex which osculates an

asymptotic curve of the other kind. We notice, moreover, that an asymptotic

curve of one kind lies on the osculating ruled surface of the other kind, and we

may express this relation by saying that they are united in position. Those of

the four osculating complexes which correspond to an asymptotic curve and to

an osculating ruled surface in united position are the ones which are not in-

volutory in general. If the surface is not a ruled surface, one or both of these

pairs of complexes are also in involution only if one or both of the two invariants

«'0 - 2a' 0   or    50' -2b 0"
V V u u

are equal to zero.

We notice that

(72) (31, SI")2-43131" = 21O«'4C20.

If this invariant vanishes the complexes Cx and C" will have in common a con-

gruence with coincident directrices. However, if «' is equal to zero, or if G

vanishes, this congruence is indeterminate. In fact, we have already noticed

that if a = 0, the complex C, is indeterminate. We now notice further that

if C= 0 the complexes Cx and C" become identical, unless «'0,— 2a^0 is also

equal to zero, in which case the complex C, is indeterminate. Therefore we

may state the following theorem.

Let the osculating ruled surface Bx, of a surface S, have a determinate

osculating linear complex Cx, i. e., let it not be included in a linear congru-

ence. Then not both of the invariants C and a'0v — 2a'v0 will vanish. If

(7=0, this complex Cx will coincide with that one which osculates the asymp-

totic curve of S which lies upon Bx. If C + 0, these two complexes deter-

mine a congruence whose directrices coincide if and only if the two branches

of the flecnode curve of Bx coincide.

There is of course a corresponding theorem with respect to B2.

Four linear complexes have, in general, two straight lines in common. We

proceed to determine the straight lines which belong to the four complexes

Cx, C2, C, C". We have already found the directrices of the congruence

common to the complexes C" and C". They were the lines d and a" of § 4

(equations (70a) and (706)). The lines common to the four complexes must

intersect d and d'.

The two points

(73) p-a'uy + 2dz,        q-bty + 25,,

are on d ; the two points

(74) y,        r = — dbvz— ba'up + 2dba,

are on «".    Therefore the coordinates of an arbitrary point on d will be

— (\da + pbv)y + 2d\z + 2bpp
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or, referred to the tetrahedron P P P P ,
1 y      x      p       a '

x, = — (\a'u + pbv),        x2 = 2d\,        x3=2bp,        x4 = 0.

Similarly the coordinates of an arbitrary point of d' will be

x[ = X',        x2 = — p'dbt,        x'3= — p'ba'u,        x\ = 2p'db.

The Pliickerian coordinates of the line joining these points will be

«*12 = — 2a'XX' + da'J)\p + a'b2vpp,

eoX3 = — 25/tX' + bd2\p + bbva'upp,

cou = — 2d bdu \p — 2d bbc pp' ,

co23= — 2d ba'u \p + 2d bbcpp ,

co2t= 4db\p',

eoM = 4a'b2pp .

This line belongs to the other two complexes Cx and C2 if

a'25 C [ (26 6„ a'u - 2V262) pp - 27/A' + 0\p ] = 0,

a'52C"[- 27XX' + 26(a;6t - 23a'2b2)\p + ffpp"] = 0.

Let us leave aside the case in which S is a ruled surface, in which case at least

one of the four complexes is indeterminate, and also the case that one or both

of the quantities C or C are equal to zero, since then at least two of the com-

plexes coincide. We shall then have a , b, C and C all different from zero.

The lines which are common to the four complexes must then be those for which

- 27XX' + 26(«' 6 - 23d2b2)\p + 0'pp = 0,

(75)
- 2>X' + 0\p + 26(a'ubv - 23«' b2)pp = 0,

whence
\2:p2 = 0':0,

(76) X' X
2*~ = 2°(a'b  -8d2b2)+0-.

The four complexes have, therefore, two lines in common unless both 0 and 0' are

equal to zero in which case they have an infinity of lines in common, which form

a plane pencil. In fact equations (76) show that these lines join an arbitrary

point of d to the point

x\ = db - 8a'262,        x'2 = - 2db ,       x\ = - 26a',        x. = 4a'6

of a". This latter point moreover is the point in which d' intersects the oscu-

lating hyperboloid 77 whose equation is

x,x4 — x2x3 + 2dbx\ = 0.

Trans. Am. Math. Soc. 7
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If 0 and ff do not both vanish, we have

\:p = ± \/& :\/0,

(77) \':p'=\(a'bv-%d2b2)±\vT0';

i. e., the four complexes have two lines in common. They intersect d in two

points which form a harmonic group with the points p and q ; their intersections

with d' are harmonic conjugates with respect to 77. We may recapitulate as

follows.

Consider a surface S which is not ruled, at a point P for which no two of

the four fundamental linear complexes coincide. These four linear complexes

have an infinity of lines in commom only in the case that the two branches of

the flecnode curve coincide on both of the osculating ruled surfaces. The lines

common to the four complexes then form a pencil whose vertex is the point

tohere the directrix of the second kind intersects the osculating hyperboloid,

and whose plane is determined by this point and the directrix of the first kind.

Moreover theflecnodes of the osculating ruled surfaces are the points where their

generators intersect the directrix of the first kind.

In every other case the four complexes have only two lines in common. Let

there be marked upon the directrix of the first kind its intersections with the

asymptotic tangents of P. The two lines common to the four complexes

intersect the directrix of the first kind in two points which are harmonic con-

jugates of each other with respect to these intersections. They intersect the

directrix of the second in two points which are harmonic conjugates of each

other with respect to the pair of points in which this directrix intersects the

osculating hyperboloid.

§ 6.   Canonical development of the non-homogeneous coordinates of a surface.

We have the following expressions for the first and second derivatives of y ;

z>     y, = P'

-fy - 2bp,        ytt, = er,        yvv = - gy - 2«'z,

yu»u = fjf -ß - 2huP -2bff »

Pm = ( Mg -/> + 4a'6z - (/+ 26.),,

y.,. = (2a/-au)y- (a + 2a'f)z + 4a'bp,

ym = - gjy - 2a> -gp-2aV •

The expressions for the fourth derivatives of y are capable of several forms

which become identical if one takes account of the integrability conditions.

y„"
(78)

ifuu

whence
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We find

y««»» = a<y + a* + «v + <v>

y„nl„ = ßiy + ß2z + ß3P + r3<er,

(80) y,,ucn = 7,2/ + 722+ 7^ + 7,0",

y„... = siy + °> + V + ô>,

y„„"-«iy +v+v +v»
where

«, =/2 - 462« + 25/ -/„„, a2=- 2(fiu + 4db2),

«3 = 4b(f+b,)-2buu, «, = -46u,

ßx = 2bgu + 2bug - 4«'6/-/io, ß2 = 4a'b + 4a\ + 25« -/„

ßs = - (/. + »„ + 8«'62), ß< = - (/+ 26,),

7, = 4«:/+ 2a/ +/« - gim, y2 = 2df- 2gu - 2a'ua,

(81)
73 = 26a + 8db + 4«'6u, 74 = 4a'6,

K = 2a/ + 2«:/- 4a'bg -guo, ¿2 = - (ao + 2<o + 8a'26),

S, = 46. «' + 4a¡ 6 + 2a/- gu, S4 = - ( a + 2«,; ),

e, = g2 - 4a'2f+ 2dgu - gao, e2 = 4a'(g + a'J - 2a'vv,

«,--2(0. + 4er*6), £i=-4a;.

Assume that the point P of the surface S corresponds to the values (0, 0) of

u and v, an assumption which involves no restriction of generality. Let the

surface be analytical in the vicinity of this point. Then, for values of u and v

sufficiently small, we shall have

Y= y + y«u + y„v + My,,«"2 + 2y„„M« + y„y) + ■■-,

which may be written in the form

Y= xxy + x2z + x3p + x4o-

by making use of equations (78), (79), (80). The expressions for x,, •••,x4

will be power-series proceeding according to powers of u and v and conver-

gent in a certain domain. Moreover x,, • • -, x4 will represent the coordinates

of any point P' of the surface S within a certain vicinity of the point P,

referred to the tetrahedron P Pz P Pa.
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We find

x, = 1 - \fu2- igv2- i/>> + ¿(26« -/>'« + \(2af- «>»*

- \gy+£i (aiu* + 4/3,tis7j + 6y,7/V+ 4o,M7j3+ exv*) + ■■•,

x2 = u- dv2 - \fus + 2dbu2v - £(« + 2a'tt)uv2 - Ja>3

+ ÀCV* + 4/32m,7j + 67-MV + 4B.UV* + e.7j<) + ...,

(82)
x, - v - 6m*- iby — J(/+ 26,)m2tj + 2«'6mu2 - \gv3

+ 2Jí (a,«4 + 4£s«s7j + 673w27j2 + 48,7/w» + e3v<) + .

x4 = uv — J5m3 — J«'tj3

+ j%(ay + 4ßiu"v + 6yiu2v2 + 4Biuvi + e4t>4) + • • •

Introduce non-homogeneous coordinates by putting

<83) *-5«  *-?•  t-5-
Then

f = « - «V + J/w3 + 2«'6w2t» - «>i>2 - ¿«>3

+ A [(«2 + 4/„K + (4)8, - 246« +12/>'„ + (67, - 36«/+ 12«>V

+ (4S2 + 4«>t»3 + («, - 12a'«)«4] + • - -,

n = v — bu2 — ^6um3 — bvu2v + 2dbuv2 + \gv3

+ &[(«.- 12J/>* + (4£ + 4/>37> + (673 - 366« + 12/>V

+ (48, - 24a/+ 12«Jw3 + («, + 4«>4] + ...,

?= uv - ibus - J«V + ix[ay + (4ßt + 12f)usv + 6yiu2v2

+ (4Bt+12g)uv* + eiV<]+...,
whence

f n = uv — 6m3 — o'tj3 — J6u7t4 + J(/— 36j)m37» + 5dbu2v2

+ i(!7-3a:)^3-i«>4+---,

and consequently, substituting the values of <z4, ßt, 74, S4, €4, from (81),

f — £*? = §6w3 + f «V + 46 w4 + §6 tí3« — 4a'6wV
(84)

+ §a>u3+ ¿a>4 + .-..

We find further, up to terms of the fourth order,

£3 = m3 - 3a'«V + • • -, t>3 = tj3 - 36wV + • • -, £4 = u* + ■ ■ -,

(•371 = U3V+ •••, £V = mV+ ■■-, f7J3 = 7J7>3 + ••■, Tl4=714+--.,
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so that we may write in (84)

w3 = f + 3«'f t;2,        tj3 = t,3 + 36É2 771,        u* = Ç*, etc.

The result is the development, exact up to terms of the fourth order,

(85) r=b + m3+m+um4+±K?n+*°m+<v4) + ■ •••
The tetrahedron of reference which gives rise to the development (85) has for

two of its edges the asymptotic tangents of the point P, the equations of which

are : n = f = 0 and £ = f = 0. We proceed to make the most general trans-

formation of coordinates which will retain these two lines as edges of the tetra-

hedron of reference, viz.;

(ñR\        _       x£ + x'£ _       P-n + P-'K _v%
(?°)      x-1 + ac+ßv+yr        y-l + aiZ+ß-n+y?        z-l + ac+ßn+y?

where X,X', p, p, v, a, ß, y are arbitrary constants, which we shall choose in

such a way as to simplify the development of the equation of the surface into

series.

We now perform the calculations by substituting in (86) for f the series (85).

We find

1+a|+\+7r1-^-^ + ^+(2^-7)^+^2

- f67r + 2a.y?n + 2ßyltf - \dyrf + ( )4,

where the symbol ( ), denotes terms of the Tith order.    Consequently

x = X£ - \a? + (X - \ß)Cr, + (Xa2 + §X'6)|3

(87)
+ [\(2aß - 7) - X'a] f r, + ß(\ß-\')Cv2 + fX'«V + ( )4,

whence

x2 = X2£2-2X2«|3 + 2X(X'-X/3)|27, + ( )4,

(88) x3 = X3£3 - 3Xs<z£4 + 3X2(X' - \ß)?v + ( )s,

xi = *? + ()>•
Similarly

y = m + (p-' — P-«)Cv — P-ßv2 + ÎP-'b? + a(pa — p) ^n

+ lp(2aß-y)- p'ß-\ fr? + (pß2 + yd)rf + ( )4,

(89) y2 = p2t,2 + 2p( p - pa) £ti2 - 2p2ßv3 + ( )4,

tf = p3V3 + Sp2(p' - pa)ÇV3 - 3/xW + ( )6,

y*=p*v< + ( )5,
and

(90) x?y = p\3?v + ( )s,    x2y2= \2p2?v2 + ( )5,    xtf = \p3Çv3 + ( ),.
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We have further

(91)       lz=^ + ib^-a^V-ßtv2+idtf + (ib-lbd)^ + (a2-lbß+lbj^V

+ (2aß-y) IV + ( ß2 - ida + f «¿ ) f r,3 + ( \ a[ - \d ß ) V* + (  )„,

xy

\p
- U + (£ - 2«) ?v + (£ - 2ß) tf+ t Jsp

+ (3a2+^'6-2^)f7,

+ (6a/3-27-2^-2^ + ^)f7?2

+ (s/3* + §£«'- 2~/8)w + t£°V + ( )*;

and we find from (88) and (89)

g = £3_3ar + 3(-^-/3)fr, + ( )„

= ^ +  (2Í - 3a) fV + ( X - 3/3)^3 + Í  >*'

= ^ + 3^-^^-3^4 + ( )5.

xy2

\p2

y3

..3

The development (85) contains of the third degree only the terms f3 and t;3.

If we now compute the development for z in terms of x and ?/ we find that

there will be introduced, in general, terms of the form x2y and xy2. In fact we

find that
Z         XV

_     _ ÜJ?_2¿
v       \p ■»S-(-£)5;-('-x)£-*í

involves only terms of the fourth order.    The form of the development (85) will

be preserved if and only if

(92) £-«,       \ = ß.

Assuming these relations to be satisfied we find

z      xy      „, x3 ,y3      , „, ,   s x'       , „, ,, _ . x37/

» "¿- ^x3~ §a ^3 -<**■ + ^x4 + (**. - ^>xv

2    2 3 4
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Let neither d nor 6 be zero at the point considered. In fact «' or 6 can vanish

only at special points of the surface unless it is a ruled surface. We may then

determine a, ß and 7 so as to make the coefficients of x3y,x2y2, and xy3 disappear.

This gives

The development now becomes

^ + ibj}3x3 + id^y3+l (6„+ 26^')¿x4
v

= ^— xy

+ ¿(«:+2<4)£y* + ....
Let X, p, v be chosen as non-vanishing quantities so that

(94) X3 = 46i»,        p3 = 4dv,        v=\p.

Then
X2 = 4bp,        p2 = 4«'X .

whence

(95) \ = 4V'A,        p=4\/B,        i/ = 16a'6,
where

(95a) A = a'b2,        B = a%,

and where the symbol *\/A may be taken to have any one of its three values,

the corresponding value of p'B being then determined from the relation

4bp = X2.

We thus find the canonical development

(96) z - xy + I (xs + y8) + -2\ (7x4 + Jtf ) + ■ ■ ■,

where I and J,

(96a) I=—B/^, J=—4"  -,V      ' 4BVA 4AVB

are absolute invariants.    All further coefficients will be absolute invariants.

This development was given for the first time in 1893 by Tresse in his Paris

thesis. His proof, however, is entirely different from the above, and the

geometrical significance of this development, which we shall now proceed to

study, is not found in Tresse's thesis nor, so far as I am aware, elsewhere.

The transformation which connects the tedrabedron Pi PzPp Pa with the tetra-

hedron, for which the development assumes the canonical form, is

(yt)     X-l + a^+ßr, + aßK'      V ~ l+aC + ßrj + aß? ~ l + af+ ßV + aß?
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where

(97a)    * = É>        ̂  = 2-6'       X = 4l/Z'        *-&*.

v = \p=16db,        A=a'V,        B^a^b.
If we write

X Y Z
(98) x = ä'        y=«'        *-«'

so as to introduce homogeneous coordinates, and make use of (83), if moreover

we denote by « a factor of proportionality, we shall have ;

(99)

whence

(100)

kX = X(x2 + ßxf),        kY= p(x3+ axt),        kZ = X/xx4,

kco = x, + ax2 + ßx3 + aßxt,

— x, = —apX— \ßY+ aßZ + \pco,

^x2=pX-ßZ, 7^x. = \r-aZ, ^x,= Z.
K      2 K      3 K      *

The plane Z = 0 is the plane tangent to the surface at the given point ; the

lines X = Z = 0 and Y = Z = 0 are the two asymptotic tangents at this point.

The line eo= Z = 0 according to (70«) is the directrix of the first kind. The

line .X= Y= 0 is the directrix of the second kind. We have found, therefore,

the geometrical significance of three of the faces, of three of the vertices, and of

four of the edges of our canonical tetrahedron. We shall be able to describe it

completely as a result of the investigation contained in the following paragraph,

which is based upon the consideration of a certain class of surfaces of the third

order.

§ 7.  The canonical cubic of a point of the surface.

Let the surface S be referred to the canonical tetrahedron which belongs to

one of its points P, and consider the cubic surface

(1.01) z = X7y+i(xs+7/),

which shall be called the canonical cubic of the point.    Its equation in the

homogeneous coordinates (98) is

(102) F = 6Zco2 - 6XYco -XS-Y3 = Q.

We find

Fx=-6Yco-ZX\   FY = -6Xco-ZY2,   Fz=6eo2,   F„ = 12Ze»-6XY>
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where
F -dF

etc.    Therefore, the only singular point of this surface is

X= JT=u) = 0.

Moreover, the examination of the second derivatives shows that this point is a

unode; i. e., the quadric cone which, in general, replaces the tangent plane at a

double point, degenerates into a pair of coincident planes. These planes, more-

over, in this case coincide with the plane co — 0, which is, therefore, the uniplane

of the cubic surface.

What is the exact and characteristic relation of the cubic surface (102) to

the surface Sl We verify without difficulty that the most general cubic surface

which has the point X= Y=co = 0, Z = 1, as a unode and the plane a> = 0

as uniplane is

(103) F= Zeo2 + ep(X, Y, o») = 0,

where ep(X, Y, co) is a general ternary cubic in X, Y, co, so that the equation

contains ten arbitrary constants. Let the uniplane, instead of being » = 0, be

the arbitrary plane

co+pX+ qY+rZ=0,

and let the unode be an arbitrary point

X= — X, Y=—p., Z=l, eo=p\+qp — r,

of this plane ; the equation of the most general unodal cubic surface will then

be obtained by putting

co+pX+qY+rZ,        X+XZ,        Y+pZ,        Z,

in place of
X,        Y,        Z,

respectively in (103).    We thus find

(104) F=Z(co+pX+qY+rZf+ef>(X+\Z, Y+pZ, co+pX+qY+rZ)=0r

an equation involving fifteen arbitrary constants as that of the most general

unodal cubic or, in non-homogeneous coordinates,

(105) z(l +px+ qy + rz)2 + cp(x + Xz, y + pa, l+px + qy + rz) = 0.

We shall assume in the first place that this cubic surface has contact of the

third order with S at the point P. Then, in particular, its asymptotic tangents

at P will coincide with those of S. The plane z = 0 must therefore intersect

the cubic in a cubic curve which has P as a double point, the asymptotic tangents

of P being the tangents of the double point.
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The plane Z = 0 intersects the surface (103) in the cubic curve

cb(X, Y,co) = 0,

or in the notation of Salmon*

«X3 + bY3+ ceo3 + 3a2X2Y+ Sa3X2co + UXY2 X + Zb3Y2co

+ 3c, o»2 X + Zc2eo2 Y + 6mXYco = 0.

In order that the point X= Y = 0 may be a double point with the lines

XY = 0 as tangents, we must have

c = cx=c2 = a3= 63=0,

so that, with a slight change of notation, we may write

eb(X, Y, co) = aX3 + bY3 + 3a'X2 Y+ Zb'XY2 + 6mXYco.

Introducing non-homogeneous coordinates, we find as the equation of the most

general unodal cubic which touches the surface S at the point P and whose

asymptotic tangents at that point coincide with those of S, the following :

(106«)      z(l+px + qy + rz)2 + eb(x + \z,y + pz, 1 +px + qy + rz) = 0,

where

ep=a(x+\zf+b(y+pz)3+Sd(x+\zy(y+pz)+8b'(x+Xz)(y+pz)2

(1066)
+ 6tti(x + \z)(y+ pz)(l +px + qy + rz).

If this surface has contact of the third order with the surface S at the point

P, the substitution of the development

(96) z = xy + l(x3 + y3) + ^(Ix* + Jy*) + ...

into (106) must satisfy these equations up to terms of the third order inclusive.

Since we shall need them for a later investigation, we shall compute the terms

of the fourth order which result from the substitution of (96) into (106), as

well as those of the third.

We find
r r

l+px + qy + rz=l +px + qy+rxy + g (x3+y3)+ ^ (7x4+7t/)H-,

z(l+^x+gy+T-z)2=xy+-i(x3+12^x2y+12«x?/2+y3) + (2Jï7+^)x4

+ (iq+p2)^y+2(pq + r)x2y2+(ip + q2)xy3+(^1J+^q)y4+ .. -,

(x + \z)2(y + pz) = x2y + 2\x2y2 + px?y + . ■ -,

(x +\z)(y + pz)2 = xy2 + 2px2y2 + Xxy3 + • • -,

(x+Xz)(y+pz)(l+px+qy+rz)=xy+(p+p)x2y + (q+\)xy2+lpx*

+ (l\+pp)x3y+(\p+p\+qp+r)x2f + (}p+qX)xy3+i\y*+..-.

(107)

'• Higher plane carves, 3d edition, p. 189.
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This gives, on substitution in the left member of (106),

(l + 6m)xy+(a+l)x3+ [2p+ Sd+ 6m(p+p)]x2y

+ [2q + Bb' + 6m(X + q)]xy2 + (b + l)y3,

(108) + (^7+ $p + mp)x* + (p2 + \q + 3«X + 3«> + m\ + 6mpp,)xsy

+ [2(pq + r) + 66' p + 6a'X + 6m(\p + p\ + qp + r)}x2y2,

+ (q2 + ÍP+^bp + 36'X + mp + 6mq\)xyi+(¿íJ+ iq+m\)y*+ ....

If the surface (106) has contact of the third order with S at P, the terms of

the third order in (108) must vanish, i. e.,

(109) « = — $,    6=-l,    m=-l,    p + 3d — p = Q,    « + 36'-X = 0.

The uniplane of the unodal cubic surface will pass through the directrix d of

the first kind if and only if

p = q=0,

since the equations of d are Z = co = 0 in homogeneous form.   Assuming this to

be the case, the unode will be the intersection of the three planes

co + rZ = 0,        X+\Z = 0,        Y+pZ=0.

This can be a point of the directrix of the second kind d' if and only if

X = p = 0, since the equations of «" are

X= Y=0.

If we combine these conditions with (129), we notice that to every ordinary

point P of a surface S there belongs a family of oo1 unodal cubic surfaces, each

of which has contact of the third order with S at P, whose uniplane contains

the directrix of the first kind and whose unode is on the directrix of the second

kind of the point P. The equation of the most general unodal cubic of this

kind is

(110) z(l+rzy-lx"-iy3 — xy(l + rz) = 0.

Consider a surface U of this family ; it has contact of the third order with S

at P, i. e., every plane which contains P will intersect the surfaces Ü and S in

plane curves which have contact of the third order with each other at P. We

can determine four tangents through P which may be called tangents of fourth

order contact with respect to U. For, every plane which passes through such

a tangent will intersect S and U in two plane curves which have at least

fourth order contact at P. In order to find these tangents we introduce the

values of the coefficients, «, 6, etc., for the surface U into (108) and equate to

zero the terms of the fourth order which do not vanish identically. We thus

find that the equation
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7x4 + 24rx2y2 + Jy* = 0

determines the four tangents of fourth order contact between U and S.

The condition that the quartic

ax* + 4bx3y + 6cx2y2 + 4dxy3 + ey* = 0

may represent a harmonic pencil is

j = «ce + 2bcd — ad2 — b2 e — c3 = 0.

The four tangents of fourth order contact between U and S will therefore

form a harmonic group if and only if

477r-64T-3 = 0,
i. e., if

t-=0        or        r=±J VJJ.

Only in the case r = 0 will it be possible moreover to arrange these tangents

into pairs which divide each other harmonically and which are at the same time

harmonic conjugates with respect to the asymptotic tangents of the point P.

But for 7- = 0, equation (110) becomes identical with (101), the canonical cubic.

The canonical cubic of a point P is, therefore, completely characterized by

the following properties.

1. It has a unode situated upon the directrix of the second kind of the point

P.
2. Its uniplane passes through the directrix of the first kind of the point P.

3. It has contact of the third order with the given surface S at the point P.

4. The four tangents of fourth order contact, between it and the surface S

at the point P, form a harmonic pencil.

5. If these four tangents be arranged in pairs which divide .each other har-

monically, the members of each pair are harmonic conjugates also with respect

to the asymptotic tangents of P.

The plane z = 0 intersects the canonical cubic in the plane cubic curve

x3 + y3 + 6xy = 0,

or in homogeneous coordinates

(111 ) / m X3 + Y3 + 6XYco = 0.

This plane cubic curve has, as we already know, the point X = Y= 0 as double

point, the two tangents to the curve at this point being the asymptotic tangents

X=0 and Y = 0 of the surface S.    The Hessian of /, omitting a numerical

factor, is

(112) H=X3+ Y3-2XYco = 0.
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The two curves intersect in the double point X = Y = 0, which counts for six

intersections.    The remaining three points of intersection, viz.

(113) X—1,   r = l, û)=0; X.-e, Y=l, eo=0; X=-e2  I =1, o,=0,

where e is an imaginary third root of unity, are all on the line co = 0. They

are the points of inflection of/=0. Therefore we have a further property

of the canonical cubic.

The tangent plane intersecta the canonical cubic surface in a plane cubic

curve which has the point of contact as double point and the aaymptotic tan-

gents of this point as tangents. Its three points of inflection are situated

upon the directrix of the first kind.

The plane co = 0, and therefore the canonical tetrahedron, has now been deter-

mined. In order to complete the geometrical determination of the system of

coordinates which leads to the canonical development, it remains to determine

the arbitrary numerical factors.    This may be done as follows.

Consider the point of inflection :

X=l, Y=l,        co=0,

of the plane cubic / = 0.    The tangent to the curve at that point will be

Z = 0,        X+ Y-2co = 0.

The hyperboloid H, which osculates Bx and B2, has the equation

8(Zco-XY) + Z2 = 0,

when referred to the canonical system of coordinates. The line X = Y= 0

intersects this quadric for Z = 0 and for Z + 8co = 0, i. e., in the point of

contact and in the further point

X=0,        Y=0,        Z-8,        co = l.
The plane

4(X+ F-2eo)-Z = 0

contains this point and passes through the inflectional tangent of the plane

cubic which was considered above.

We may recapitulate our results as follows :

Two of the edges of the canonical tetrahedron of a regular point P of a

non-ruled surface are the asymptotic tangents of that point. Two other edges

■are the directrices of the first and second kind which belong to the point P.

The face of the tetrahedron opposite to P is the uniplane of its canonical

cubic surface. Tliis completes the determination of the tetrahedron. The

system of coordinates which gives rise to the canonical development refera

to this tetrahedron.     Tlie numerical factors which still remain arbitrary in a
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protective system of coordinates, after the tetrahedron of reference haa been

chosen, are determined in such a way that the equation

(114) 4(x + y-2)-z = 0

represents a plane, passing through the second point of intersection of the

osculating hyperboloid with the directrix of the second kind, as well aa

through one of the inflectional tangents of the plane curve in which the tangent

plane intersects the canonical cubic surface. Since this plane cubic curve has

three inflectional tangents, the canonical development may be made in three

ways. It is for this reason that there entera into ita expreaaion the cube root

of a rational invariant.

The quartic
(115) 7x4 + Jyl = 0

determines the tangents of fourth-order contact between the surface S and its

canonical cubic. The expressions for 7 and J (96a) show, therefore, that if A

is a function of u alone, or if 7? is a function of tj alone, these four tangents

coincide with each other and with one of the two asymptotic tangents of the

point considered.

§ 8.   Osculating unodal cubic surfaces.

Since the most general unodal cubic surface depends upon fifteen arbitrary

constants, and since the requirement that one surface shall have contact of the

fourth order with another is equivalent to fifteen conditions, there will be a

finite number of unodal cubics which have contact of the fourth order with the

surface S at a given point P. We shall speak of them as its osculating

unodal cubic surfaces.

If equations (106) represent such an osculating unodal cubic, the coefficients

in the expression (108), as far as computed, must all be equal to zero. This

gives

« = 6 = 771 = — ¿,

p — p+dd = 0,        8p — 4p + I=0,

q — X + W = 0,        8q — 4\ + J=0,

(116)
p2 + iq-%-K+o-a'p-pp = 0,

a2 + Í2>-§M + 36'X-«X=0,

2pq + r + 6b'p + 6a'X — Xp —p\ — qp = 0,
whence

X = 2« + ±7,       p = 2p + \I,       $d=p + \I,
(117)

36'=«+ \J, r=-2pq-\(Iq + Jp + \IJ),
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where

p2-q-$J+iIp + uF = 0,

q2-p-%I+lJq+±J2=Q,
or

(i+iS)'-p-¡i-<>.

Equations (118) will determine, in general, four pairs of values p, q to which

will correspond therefore four osculating unodal cubica.

Put

(119) p + il=p', q+iJ=q',

so that (118) becomes

(120) p'2-q' + ^J=0,        q'2-p' + ^I=0,

whence the biquadratic

(121) p'* + \Jp'2-p + &I+ -^J2 = 0

for p. Let p'x, • • • p\ be its four roots. The uniplanes of the four osculating

unodal cubics will be

(122) l+pkx + q¿f + r¿=0 (* = l,2,3,4)

where

..... Pt^P't-i1*      ajfc = «;-è7 = x!-K»

*"* - - 2X - W* - &JPk + sW' (**»!. 2- 3» 4).

The determinant of the four planes (122), writing only one term of each column,

is

A = \l,pk,qk,rk\ = \l,p'k-U,pk-\J,

(124) - 2p'ks - Up'2 - &Jp'k + ^IJ\,

= (-2)\l,p'k,p'ki,p'k\.

The determinant in the right member is the square root of the discriminant of

the biquadratic (121). It is different from zero unless (121) basa pair of coin-

cident roots.    Under the same condition A will, therefore, be different from zero.

Hence, unless two of the four osculating unodal cubic aurfacea coincide,

their four uniplanes form a non-degenerate tetrahedron.

Moreover, the vertices of this tetrahedron are 'not in general identical with

the four unodes, which form a second non-degenerate tetrahedron.

§ 9.  Geometric interpretation of the aemi-covarianta.

We are now in a position to see just what is the geometrical significance of

the fundamental semi-covariants z, p and <r.
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The equation of the osculating hyperboloid referred  to  the  tetrahedron

F9FmPpPr was found to be

(11) x,x4 —x2x3 + 2«'6x4 = 0.

Therefore, the quadrics of the one-parameter family :

(125) x, x4 — x2x3 + Xx2 = 0

all have contact of the second order with the surface S at the point P and are

tangent to each other along the asymptotic tangents of P. There is just one

surface of this family which is tangent to the uniplane of the canonical cubic,

the equation of which is

xx + ax2+ßx3 + aßxi = Q,        a = %¿>        ^ = 25"

In fact, if (x,, • • - x'f) is a point of (125) its tangent plane is

x[xx — x'3x2 — x'2x3 + (x[ + 2\x't)xi = 0.

If this is identical with the above plane, we must have

-S-«f        -J = /3,        % + 2\ = aß,
XÄ XÄ X.

whence
/      / /

o»   o»    _ nr*   e

But, since the point (xj, • • • x'f) is on the quadric (125), we have also

x'xx\ — x2Xj + 2\x4 = 0.

x'ix\ — x2x's + Xr42=0,

so that X must be equal to zero.

Therefore, there exista a quadric which is uniquely determined by the follow-

ing properties :

1. It has contact of the second order with the aurface S at the point P.

2. It touches the oaculating hyperboloid 77, at all of the pointa of the

aaymptotic tangents of P.

8. It ia tangent to the uniplane of the canonical cubic of the point P.

The equation of this quadric is

{126) x,x4 —x2x3 = 0,

or in canonical coordinates

It is, therefore, the quadric obtained by omitting all but the quadratic terms in

the canonical development of S in the vicinity of the point P. We shall,

therefore, speak of it as the canonical quadric of P.
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The points P, and Pp are obviously situated on the asymptotic tangents of

P , one on each of them. We now notice that the lines PPa , FfPa are the

generators of the canonical quadric which pass through Pz and P respectively,

so that Pa is defined as their point of intersection.

Consider the ruled surface Bx which is generated by P Pz if v alone is

variable. The point Pt describes a curve Cz on this ruled surface, whose

tangent is obtained by joining Pz to Pa , since zt = ar. For every value of u

we obtain such a ruled surface, and upon each of them there is a one-parameter

family of such curves Cz. Altogether we obtain in this way a double infinity of

curves associated with S, situated upon the osculating ruled surfaces of the first

kind. We shall call them the characteristics of S of the first kind. The char-

acteristics of the second kind are defined in a similar manner.

We have shown in the first memoir * that the transformation

ü = a(u),        v=ß(v),,

changes y, z, p, er, into

27 = y,      z = ¿r(z + $vy),      P = a-(p + $l>y),

(127)
1

er == ;rg"(<r + iw+ Ka + iv£y),

where

(I2«) *-^,       f-%.

a(u) and ß(v) being arbitrary functions of their respective arguments. It

will be noticed that, by means of these equations, any characteristic may be

transformed into any other of the same kind.

Moreover, if u and tj are allowed to vary simultaneously, Pz and Pp will

describe two surfaces S and Sa.    We shall call S the derivative of S with
x p z y

respect to u; S^ the derivative of S with respect to tj. The surface Sz is

obviously the locus of a single infinity of characteristics of the first kind.

The function a ( u ) may be chosen in such a way that the transformed surface S¿

shall coincide with an arbitrary surface made up of characteristics of the first

kind. In fact, the intersection of this surface with the developable of the

asymptotic curve tj = const., which passes through P , is an arbitrary curve on

this developable, since n is an arbitrary function of u.

Thus a system of form (1) not only defines its integral surfaces, but two

families of oc2 curves, its characteristics. Two other surfaces, each being the

locus of a single infinity of characteristics, are associated with every integral

surface of (1) as its derivatives with respect to u and tj respectively. The

independent variables of the system may be chosen in such a way that these two

♦These Transactions, vol. 8 (1907), p. 256, formulse (68).

Trans. Am. Math. Soc. 8
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derivatives become arbitrarily assigned surfaces which are loci of characteristics

of the first and of the second kind respectively. If a surface S is given,

together with its derivatives with respect to u and tj , the independent variables

are thereby determined except for a linear transformation. The derivatives

serve therefore as geometrical images for the independent variables of the system.

Equations (127) show that the asymptotic curves of S ave contained as

limiting case among the characteristics of the surface. In the case of a ruled

surface one of the above families of oo2 characteristics consists of straight lines;

it gives rise to the flecnode congruence of the ruled surface.* The other, degen-

erates into the one-parameter family of curved asymptotic lines.

The surface Sa, the locus of Pff, as u and tj assume all of their values, may

be called the second derivative of S with respect to u and tj . We have already

noticed that the point Pa is the intersection of the generators of the canonical

quadric which pass through Pz and F respectively. Clearly, Pv by itself

suffices to determine the two points Pz and Pp, so that »S", is a sufficient image

of the two independent variablea. In other words, let there be associated with

every point of a surface S a point of its canonical quadric. If the surface

which is the locus of these points be regarded as the second derivative of S

with respect to two independent variables u and tj, the latter are completely

determined thereby, except for a linear transformation.

§ 10.  The directrix congruences and the directrix curves of a surface.

We have seen in § 4 that the osculating linear complexes of the two asymp-

totic curves, which meet in a point P of the surface S, have a congruence in

common whose directrices we denoted by d and «". One of them, the directrix

of the first kind, denoted by a7, is situated in the plane tangent to S at P.

The other, that of the second kind, denoted by «", passes through the point P.

We shall first consider the directrix of the second kind a". Referred to the

tetrahedron PyPzPpP<r its equations are

(705) 26x2 + 6rx4 = 0,       2«'x3 + dHxi = 0.

It passes through Py and the point PT where

(129) t = - a'b,z - 5«> + 2«'6<r.

There exists such a line «" for every point P of the surface S, for which the

osculating linear complexes of the two asymptotic curves are determinate and

distinct. The totality of these lines forms a congruence, one line of which

passes through every (general) point of the surface. We shall call it the direc-

trix congruence of the second kind.

*Proj. Diff. Geom., p. 175.
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If the point P describes an arbitrary curve on S, its directrix of the second

kind a" generates a ruled surface of this congruence. We ask ourselves this

question : Can we determine a curve on S such that the ruled surface made up

of the directrices of the second kind of its points, shall be a developable?

According to the general theory of congruences we know that there will be, in

general, two one-parameter families of curves of this kind, because the lines of

a congruence can be assembled into a single infinity of developables in two

ways. The curves on S obtained in this way shall be called the directrix curves

of the second kind. Through every point P which is not special, i. e., for which

the lines d and d' are not indeterminate, there will pass two such curves, one of

each family.

We proceed to determine the directrix curves on S, or what amounts to the

same thing, the developables of the directrix congruence of the second kind.

Let u and v increase by Bu and Bo respectively, where Bu and Bv are infi-

nitesimals. The point P. will then move to Pi,+y„g„+i»11sv» an(I the directrix of

the second kind of this latter point will join it to the point given by

T +  T   Sil + T   Bv,

where r is defined by (129).

We find

(130) T, = Py + Qz + Bp+ Scr, t, = P'y + Q'z + B'p + S'cr,

where we have put

P = a'6 /+ 4a'62o - 2a'bf , Q = 8<t'262 - a'6    - «.'6 ,
(131) 'J y • " V "        "  "

B = - ( 2a' bf + 2a' 66o + 6a,',,, -+ 6„ a'a ),     S = ab + 2d bu,
and

P= bälg + id2bf- 2dbga, Q'= - (2a'bg + 2a'ba'a + dbic + a'br),
(132) ,,->,,

B'=8a"b — bd  — a'b , S'=db  +2a'b.
UB ,10' ,'       ' D

The directrix of the second kind which belongs to the point P_+y ¡u+vtv joins

it to the point PT+T su+t av -^n arbitrary point oh this directrix will be

given by

(133) \(y + y„Bu + yoBv) + p(t + tuBu + rcSv).

The coordinates of such a point will, therefore, be

:e, = X+ p(PSu+ P'Bv), x2= XBu + p(—dbii + QBu + Q'Bv),

x3 = \Sv + p( — ba'u + BBu + B'Bv),      x4 = p(2db + SBu + S'Sv).

In order that this point may also be a point of d', its' coordinates must satisfy

equations (706), which give the conditions

26SmX+ [25(Q87í+ Q'Bv) + 6 (SBu + S'Bv)~\ p = 0,
(134)

2a'Bv\+[2d(BBu +B'Bv)+ a'( SBu+ S'Bv)]p = 0.
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whence

l&ou,        (2bQ + brS)Bu + (2bQ' + bvS')Bv   j

I a'Bv,        ( 2a'B + a'u S)Bu + ( 2a'B' +a'uS')Bv\~

Let us put

L - 2a'P + a,', S = - 2d (2d bf + 2«'66„ + ba'aJ + ba'2,

2M=b(2a'B' + a'S')-a'(2bQ + b S)
(136) *

= 2«'6(«'6„„ - 6«;j + 262«>: - 2«'26u6„,

N= 2bQ' + beS' = - 2b(2dbg + 2dba'a + ctb„) + db\.

Then (135) becomes

(137) 675a2 + 2MSu Bv - a'JYBv2 = 0.

This is the quadratic equation which determinea the tangents of the two

directrix curves which pass through the point P.

From their presence in equation (137) it is clear that L, M, N must be

invariants. In fact, if M = 0, the directrix curves will be conjugate curves of

the surface ; if either L or N vanishes, one of the directrix curves is also an

asymptotic line of the surface.

We proceed to express L, M and N in terms of the standard invariants of

the first memoir.    We showed there that all invariants are functions of

A = a'62,        B = d2b,        11= dh,        K=bk,
where

» = b2(f+bf)-iibml + {6bl,
(138)

k=d2(g + a'J — \ddrt + ^ei2,

and of those that could be obtained from these by the operators

(139) U=a'~L F=6¿'

or by the Wronskian process.    A rather lengthy calculation gives the following

expressions for L, M, and N:

_ b_U( BJ_- 4a'2bU2(B) - lfb/A

4a'45

(140) M~ 3«'a63

bV(Ay— Idb2V2(A) -166«»I-

Á= 4a'V
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Equation (137) determines the tangents of the directrix curves which pass

through P. If the point P moves along either of these curves, the directrix of

the second kind d describes a developable. The cuspidal edges of these two

developables intersect d' in two points Pt. whose coordinates are given by

(141) \y + hT (<=M).
where, according to (134)

x 2bQ+b,S+JVS¿ L+(2a'B+a'uS')^

(142)       -' = - >
ft 26 2a, K

ou.

so that X,//i, and \/p2 are the two roots of the quadratic:

(143)    -*a'b*{l)2-*n"\MQ + KS) + Mll

+ bLJy-d(2bQ + bTS)2-2M(2bQ + bvS) = 0.

Let us introduce the canonical tetrahedron of reference. The coordinates of

the two points P, and P2 are given by (141), so that their coordinates referred

to the tetrahedron PyPtP,Pv will be

x, = X.,        x2 = - a'6,/*.,        x3 = — 6«^,        x4 = 2dbpi        (t=l, 2).

According to (97) the non-homogeneous canonical coordinates of these two points

will be

(H4) x = 0, y = 0, —£H_*?--Yt («-!.■).
where

(145) K= !l=<^ = _ J* + * X,
V ' 64a2 b2p 16«'6T32«'262r*'

whence

(146) - = 2«' baß + 32«'2 62 K,        a = "•',,        ß = iy

The two values of K are, consequently, the roots of the quadratic equation :

210«'4647i'2 + 25«'262r^ + 2Q+ 2ßS+ 4dbaßl K

(147)

+ (Q + ßS+ 2dbaß)(^-~b +Q + ßS+2dbaß^j - j^j- 0.

The coefficients of this equation are invariants.    We proceed to express them
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in terms of some of those introduced previously.    We have (cf. equations (25)

and (46)),

C=8a;r-8^-32«'26,

C"=86u„-8-^-32a'62.

If we compute the explicit expression for M, we shall find

(148) M:,^(a'C'-bC),

and similarly

(149) Q + ßS + 2d baß = - \d C' + 4a%2.

Consequently the quadratic for K becomes

210«'464Jfir2 + 25«'262(2«'262 -\bC)K

(15°) + (4a'262- KC")(4a'262+ \dC- \bC) -^ = 0,

the invariance of the coefficients being now apparent.    Further we find, upon

eliminating \/p between (142) and (145),

v      ' 28ab2 2sa' 6s &*

We may recapitulate as follows. As the point P of the surface moves along

one of the two directrix curvea, the directrix of the second kind d' deacribes

one of the two developdblea of the directrix congruence of which «" is «

generator and the ratio Bu : Bv will aatisfy equation (137). The non-homo-

geneoua canonical coördinatea of the pointa P, and P2 of d in which d' meets

the respective edges of regression are

1
x = t/ = 0,        z=jf'

where K is connected with Sv/Bu by (151), and consequently aatiafiea the

quadratic equation (150).

Let us consider the congruence made up of the directrices of the first kind

d.    The line d which belongs to a point P of the surface joins the points

r = — a'„y + 2a'3>        8= — bvy + 2bp,

and its equations are

x4 = 0,        2«'6x, + 6a¿x2 + a'6tx3 = 0.

Let infinitesimal increments Bu and Bv be given to u and tj so that the point Py

moves into Py+Vusu+y,sv • The directrix of the first kind which belongs to this-

new point will be the line joining the point
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r + rju + rv8v =[-a'u- (a'uu + 2df)Bu - a'uvBv]y

+ (2a' + a'uBu + 2a'vSv)z + ( — 2dbBu — aaBv)p + 2a'Sver.

to the point

a + suSu + svBv =[-bv-bvvBu- (5ur + 2bg)Bv~\y

+ ( _ bvBu - 2dbBv)z + (26 + 2buBu + bvBv)p + 2bBuer,

The coordinates of any point

X'(r + ruBu + rvBv) + p'(a + auBu+ avBv)

of this line, will be

xi-K + Ku + 2a'f)Bu + «:>] X' - [6„ + buvBu + (6„„ + 2bg)Bv] p',

x2=(2d + a'uBu + 2«;8tj)X' - (bju + 4dbSv)p.',
(152)

x3=-(4dbBu + a'uBv)\'+ (2b + 2buBu + bvBv)p,

x4 = 2a'Bv\' + 2bBupI.

This point will be upon the line d if its coordinates satisfy the equations

x4 = 0,        2«'6x, + 6«¿ x2 + a'6t x3 = 0,
of d, i. e., if

a'X'Srj + bp'Bu = 0,

[2«'62(2«/+ «:„) - 62«;2 + 4«'2626J Bu2

(153)        + [2a'5(«;t6- «'6u„) - 6«:(2a¡6 + 6ta') + «6„(«^6 + 26„a')]BuBv

-[2a'2b(2bg + bvc) + 4a'2b2a'u-a'2b2v]Bv2 = 0.

It is found, upon computing the coefficients of this quadratic, that it coincides

with (137), so that the curvea determined by (137) have the same significance

for the directrices of the first as for those of the second kind. In other words,

if a point P moves along a directrix curve of the surface S, both of the direc-

trices of the point P will describe developables at the same time.

Moreover we have found

a») £--£'-
so that X' : p! will be the two roots of the equation

(155) 7«'X'2 - 2MX'p - jybp'2 = 0.

Therefore, every directrix of the first kind belongs to two developables of the

congruence formed by their totality. The points P'. where the directrix d,

belonging to the point P, intersects the cuspidal edges of the two developables

of which it is a generator, are given by
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\'.r+p'ia = \'i(- a'ay + 2dz) + p\(- bvy + 2bp)       (i = l, 2),

where X^ : p,\ are the two roots of the quadratic (155).

The tangent tk of one of the directrix curves which passes through P joins

this point to the point

y + Vu^uk + y,Svk = y + zH + »°K>

where Buk : Bvk is one of the roots of (137). If I and m are arbitrary quantities,

the expression

ly + mBuk ■ z + mBvk ■ p

will consequently represent an arbitrary point of this tangent tk. The point in

which tk intersects d will be obtained if

2dbl + 6a' mBu, + a'b ■ mSv. = 0,
i. e., if

I ba'u Buk + a'6„ Bvk

m~ 2db "

Consequently the point of intersection of tk and d will be given by

(156) — ( bduBuk + dbvBvk ) y + 2db( zBuk + pBvk ) = bBuk ■ r + a'Svk ■ a.

But the edge of regression of the developable which d describes as P moves along

the directrix curve considered, is the locus of the point

\'kr+ p'ka,

which, according to (154) is the harmonic conjugate of the point (156). We

have the following theorem.

Aa a point P describes a directrix curve of a surface, its directrices of both

kinds describe developables. Let the tangent of one of the directrix curves be

constructed at the point P, as well as the asymptotic tangents of this point.

The harmonic conjugate of the first line with respect to the other two intersects

the directrix of the first kind in a point of the cuspidal edge of the developable

which it describes.

If the invariants 6 and 0' (cf. equations (8) and (14), be expressed in terms

of the fundamental invariants, it will be found that

(157) 0 = 647,        0' = 64jy.

We find, therefore, the following result.    If the osculating ruled surfaces of

the first kind have flecnode curves with coincident branches, the asymptotic

curves of the first kind are also directrix curves.    It is obvious from this

remark what will be the state of affairs if 0 is zero for particular values of u

and v only, instead of vanishing identically.

University of California,
Berkeley, April 28, 1907.


